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Paper and the paper manuscript: a context for the

Centres and peripheries in Celtic linguistics / Maria Bloch-Trojnark and Mark Ó Fionnáin, eds, Peter Lang, 2019.


Ceol Phádraig: music at St Patrick’s College, Drumcondra, 1875-2016 / edited by John Buckley and John O’Flynn, Peter Lang, 2019.


Meath: studies in local history / Liam McNiffe, editor, Castello Print Ltd, n.d.


Local history studies from the border counties of South Ulster / Patrick Cassidy, editor, n.p. 2006.


What happened in and to moral philosophy in the twentieth century? Philosophical essays in honor of Alasdair MacIntyre / edited by Fran O'Rourke, University of Notre Dame Press, 2013.


Campbell, William C., Hon. MRIA, 1930- O’Connell, Claire: *Catching the worm : towards ending river blindness, and reflections on my life* / William C. Campbell with Claire O’Connell, Royal Irish Academy, 2020.


Highman, Ludovic: **The European Union’s modernisation agenda for higher education and the case of Ireland** / Ludovic Highman, Peter Lang, 2018.

Hoctor, Zena Cunniffe, Christy: **The illustrated guide to the ecclesiastical heritage of the County of Galway** = **Treoir le Grianhraif ar Oidhreacht Eaglasta Chontae na Gaillimhe** / Zena Hoctor & Christy Cunniffe, Galway County Council, [2020]


Hughes, Andrew: **The history of 129 Lower Baggot Street**, Institute of Professional Auctioneers & Valuers (IPAV) [2020]


Kennedy, Liam, MRIA, 1946- **Who was responsible for the Troubles? : the Northern Ireland conflict** / Liam Kennedy, McGill Queen’s University Press, 2020.

Keohane, Frank: **Cork: city and county** / by Frank Keohane,

Kiernan, Jack: Why did they lie? : the Irish Civil War, the truth, where and when it began / Jack Kiernan, The Manuscript Publisher, 2018.


McHugh, Ned: *Drogheda c.1180 to c.1900: from fortified boroughs to industrial port town* / by Ned McHugh, Royal Irish Academy, 2020.

McAleese, Mary, MRIA, 1951-: *Here's the story: a memoir* / Mary McAleese, Sandycove / Penguin, 2020.


McAuliffe, Mary: *Margaret Skinnider* / Mary McAuliffe, UCD Press, 2020.


Myers, Kevin: *Burning heresies: a memoir of a life in conflict,*


O’Mahony, Canice: *Early cinema in County Louth / Canice O’Mahony*,


O'Rourke, Fran: Allwisest stagyrite: Joyce's quotations from Aristotle / by Fran O'Rourke, National Library of Ireland, 2005.

O'Rourke, Fran: Pseudo-Dionysius and the metaphysics of Aquinas / by Fran O'Rourke, E.J. Brill, 1992.


O'Toole, Fintan: Three years in hell / Fintan O'Toole, Head of Zeus, 2020.


Parnell, Anna, 1852-1911: The tale of a great sham / Anna Parnell; introduced by Dana Hearne; historical overview Margaret Ward, UCD Press, 2020.

Phelan, Tom: We were rich and we didn't know it: a memoir of my Irish boyhood / Tom Phelan, Gallery Books, 2019.


Walsh, Ann-Maria: *The Daughters of the First Earl of Cork:*

writing family, faith, politics and place / Ann-Maria Walsh, Four Courts Press, 2020.
